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Case 26443 

Chairl"!:'lan Dean Burch of the Federal Communications 

Commission o 

"We consider the staff report to be a timely and 
worthvJhile contribution i:;1. .3.11 5.rea of vi tal 
importance: Its comprehensi'"cTe treatment of the 
subject, including pendi!'_g Congressional bills I 
as well as the California Law directing the 
implementation of '911' in that state by 1982, 
should make the Report valuable to the regulatory 
corr~issio~s of other states in their determination 
of the appropriate 911 public policy within their 
own jurisdictions, 

"The fact that it is a local telephone service 
certainly makes 911 a matter of substantial concern 
to the state regulatory commissions. and we welcome 
the contribution of the PSC Staff." 

Ja!nes M< McCraney, Chief Communications Engineer, 

CalifoI:nia Pubh_c utili ties Commission 

York., 

"]\.s noted in your report I California now has a 
requirement to provide '911' in all political 
subdivisions by the end of 19820 As a result there 
is a growing interest in getting the program on the 
track and our Communications Branch staff will no 
doubt be very much involved in the near future. <nwe 
plan to use this (report) as our bible in pursuing 
the ~9ll~ problems in the future. 11 

Kermit E, Hill, City Manager, City of Rochester, New 

"After a review of your report 1911\ Emergency 
Telephone Number, we are proud to endorse such 
a report which expresses our desires for emergency 
service requests on a statewide basis," 

ThE:.:r.s '"ere a few negative comments on the overall 

effectiveness Q£ "911 II service: 

'I 
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, 
Neil Ellson, SecretarYi East Aurora Fire Control 

Hutual Aid Chie£a~ 

WIf ~911t were to be put in effect (in the area) 
seven (7 ~ other exchanges ~-ould be involved, 
three (3) of them in other counties with no direct 
communication with East Aurora Fire Control Central 
Alarm office c This would result in greatly reduced 
first alarm services to the residents of our fire 
districts. We will repeat again j a greater loss of 
property and lives can be the only result of '911' 
in our area. II 

John J, Komar, Town Supervisor, Orangetown, New York. 

"Since there are now fourteen (14) Police Departments " 
in the County of Rockland, the calls going to one 
central office ~.;ould be delayed, the main dispatcher 
would have to take down the data and then transmit ' 
this to the proper Police Departmento It has been " 
found that in these transmissions, which are duplica
tions, some information is lost and certainly time 
is wasted~~ , 

Arnold E" Nhite; Mayor, East Rockaway, New Yorke 

"We work on two or three minute service i and I 
doubt that ~ve have ever been more than. five minutes 
from the time of call ur.til our an1bulance is in 
front of any horne in this mile square village c No 
Nassau County Police or hospital ambulance can compete 
with this service<, 

"We are not too happy with this !9l1' numper or 
anything that might break down due to involved 
mechanical operations~ ~9llt may be an advantage 
in some areas, but not necessarily in all areas~" 

Comments of this sort are not new to the Co~~unicat~ons 

Divisiono They reflect the sincere reservations of public ". 

safety agencies regarding the use of "911" and its effect on 

their overall pe:r.formance in protecting the public,. It is 

evident that in measuring the effectiveness of emergency respoThse, 

these public safety agencies consider the critical time period to 

-,4-
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adopted. Order adopted in 
Case 26443. 

STlI.TE OF NE~'7 YORK 
PUBLIC SERVICE COMHISSION -~,. 

PROM: COMMUNIC,kTIONS DIVISION 

September 7, 1973 

SUBJECT: Proposal for the provision of Universal Emergency 
Teleplione Number "911" by tel,~phone companies -
Case 26443 

\ 

On May 15, 1973, the Communications Division submitted 

a report entitled "'911' - A Staff Regulatory Viewpoint of the 

Uni versal Emerge!"lcy Telephone Number" to the Commission for, its 

consideration. By notice issued Hay 23, 1973, the Commission 

distributed approximately 300 copies of the report to interested 

"parties and requested comments, particularly in regard to the 

"report's Conclusion and Proposal for New York State, by August 1, 

1973. Nearly 100 copies of the report were subsequently requested, 

iricluding those requested by A.T.&T. Company for distribution 

to their affiliated companies. 

To date, comments have been received from a member 

of the United States Congress, the Chairman of the Federal 

Communications Commission, nine New York State Telephone Companies, 

a state regulatory agency, three New York State municipalities, 

and two members uT firefighting organizations. 

\1 
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All corr.:r.'s,;r.t.s r·E;ceived have D!£;'i;-;n considered, resulting 

in minor revisions to tha Divisi6n!s proposala Justification 

for these revi",L?!l5 is sho'~:n; and tho-:: (.:Qmmunications Division 

requests the Commission j s conCllrreh.::e and adoption of its 

Proposal as revised, at this timec 

COMHENTS OF ]I. GENERJ\'L NATURE 
--- -

CoIt".ments on ths general content of the staff report 

were received from~ 

Congressman J. Edward ~9ush of Indiana, the 

principal proponent in Congress of the National use of "ill" 

as the single !'lumber to be dialed in an emergencYn 

\I I fc ~.J.r;.d the report I s con ten t very thorough 0 I 
was especially pleased with one of your conclusions, 
it is something I have mentioned to AT&T, namely 
your encouragement that levery 911 call originated 
within the State of New York completes to an 
emergency report center or in the interim, a 
telephone company operator. I 

liT. knoW' there is hesitation to advertise '911) too 
mIlch for fear people will call t 9ll! where it is 
not connected o ' Your recommendation fits mine 
exact1Y7 make sure that t91l t eve)i~ywhere connects 
at least to an operator while we~re in the process 
of securing 1.911 r as the emergency number everywhere. 

ftI wish you every success and hope that the state of 
New York ~vil1 undertake efforts to make this number 
state-\vide. It 
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be that bet\veen the receipt of an emergency call and the 

arrival of emergency assistance at the scene. This was 

d~scussed at some length ~n the report, pages 39 to 42J w~th 

the conclusLon that "total response time then. would more 

properly include the t~me interval between detection (of the 

need for assistance} and not~fication (of the assistance 

agency). where the use of the "911" emergency number has a 

significant effect." 

Staff remains convinced that overall response t1me 

is reduced with "911" service. and thus cpnveys a real benefit 

to the public 

CO~lHENTS mt TilE DIVISION I S PROPOSAL 

The Communications Division's Proposal for New 

company operator A number of comments were d~rected toward 

specific areas of the Proposal; including objectLves numbered 

2, 3, 4. 6 and 15. There were no substantive comments on the 

objectives which are not hereafter discussed, (The Proposal 

as originally p~oposed is submitted with this memorandum as 

Attachment 1·.1 

~ .. 

\ 
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OBJECTIVE #2 

2~ No other digit of code shall be used as a 
prefix to M.911"~ 

Proposing a solution to the problem of the non-

coincidence of telephone central office and juri.sd~ct·ional 

boundaries, Mr< Stuart Dean. a volunteer fire chief. 'commented 

on objective #2 of the Proposal= 

" • , ~'expand 911' to a four-digit number ~ For 
example; using the map shown on page 33 of the 
report, callers in Community tAr; Central Office 
District' a', \vould dial ~ 9-1-1-1 r I callers in 
~A' ~ 'b' would dial '9-1-1-2'o.netce Callsc~. 
would be routed directly by equipment responsive 
to the fourth d1git. This, of course. would 
require the correct number to be displayed on 
each and every telephone, a major task, but not 
impossible to accomplish~ Also, if the public 
can be taught i911'~ it can also be taught to look 
at the telephone instrument to verify the fourth 
digit, II 

aver and above the technical. difficulties of the 

solution proposed by Hr, Dean, any expansion of the number 

"911" to four-digits would diminish the effectiveness of the 

emergency number. There would be more than a single emergency 

number used in the area. making the appropriate number more 

difficult to remember and use o In addition; this solution 

"iOuld apply to only one segmen't of emergency service~ A 

subscriber may \·;e11 be in one Jurisdiction for fire assistan.ce i 

and another for police aid'l For these ,reasons no revision 

of this object~ve LS recommended. 

" 
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OBJECTIVE *3 
~..;;...-.;..--....;..-

3~ All trunk groups carrying emergency traffic 
shall be engineered to the probability that only 
one call in a hundred will encounter all trunks 
busYe . 

The conunent submitted by the Chenangct & Unadilla 

Telephone Corporation in regard to the design of trunk groups 

carrying emergency traffic as stated in objective #3 of the 

Proposal, is respresentative of the comments offered by five 

other New York State telephone companies on the same subject: 

"The required engineering of trunk groups carrying 
t9l1 t traffic to the probability that only one in 
a hundred will encounter an 'all trunks busy' 
condition is impractical and unmanageable for 
several reasons ·including~ 

i:l. o Inability to predict traffic volumes generated 
during emergency conditionso 

br. Control of circuit volumes being beyond the 
control of the telephone company and resting with 
the ~entral receiving agency - usually by way 
of .foreign exchange lines. ft 

• 

It was not intended that the provision of. trunking 

facilities to conform to this objective would be based on 

data for non-recurring emergency traffic volumes, or 

artificially inflated traffic volumes resulting from abuse of 

the networko It ~s intended however, to set an oDjective 

level of performance in tloverflows" of emergency calls which all 

companies would strive to attain during "normal" heavy 

vol urne periods '. 
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To th.e extent that quantities of circuits are affected 

by l} the number of. answering personnel available, 2) the 

extent of the delay in answer and, 3) the holding time of 

emergency calls, the control of circuit quantities does rest 

with the receiving agency rather than the telephone company~ 

It is expected that the aforementioned va~iables, among others, 

will be considered in the formulation of any agreement. between 

telephone company and receiving agency for the provision of 
. . 

"911" service in accordance with objective #:16 of the Proposalo 

To the extent that public safety agency performance 

in servicing emergency calls does not attain the levels agreed 

upon by comp~ny and agency, there may be an adverse affect 

on company performance in regard to objective #3-

The objective therefore should be revised as follows: 

3~ All trunk groups carrying emergency traffic 

OB.JECTIYE #: 4 

shall be engineered to the probability that 
only one call in one hundred will encounter 
all trunks busy during normal busy period 
conditions, provided that the answer performance 
of the public safety agency is in accordance 
with prior agency-company agreementsc 

40 Any seven-digit numbers replaced by "911" shall 
be operator intercepted, for at least one year: 

-8-
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Commenting on the operator intercept of seven-digit 

numbers replaced by "91111 as stated in objective #4 of the 

Proposal, the General Telephone Company of Upstate New York, Inc. 

stated: 

tI.Many small offices are not equipped with operator 
intercept capabilities and the cost of providing 
the necessary central office equipment and outside 
plant facilities for this service would be excessivec 
The widespread and extensive publicity associated 
with N9ll tI irnplementation should preclude the 
necessity for live intercepte 

"It is recommended that this proposal be modified 
to provide for operator intercept where available and 
recorded intercept at other locations~" 

While the Rochester Telephone Corporation suggested: 
,. 

n, .. that recommendation #4 be modified to provide for 
agency interception of calls to seven-digit numbers 
replaced by !9ll l

c
ft 

The intent of this particular objective is to 

ensure that any call placed to a "vacant" seven-digit emergency 

number will be answE.red by an individual with the capability 

of forwarding the request for emergency aid0 The intent of 

the objective cannot be satisfied with recorded intercept b~t 

can be accommodated with either the telephone company operator 

or agency intercept method<." Therefore, objective #4 is revised 

to reflect both acceptable methodsr The proposed wording is 

as follows: 

4. Any seven-digit numbers replaced by 11911" shall 
be intercepted by either a telephone company 
assistance or a public safety agency operator for 
at least one year1 

.... 9 .... · 
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OBJECTIVE #6 

The normal routing for calls overflowing "911" 

emergency report center trunks will be to a telephone company 

assistance operator, 

The Rochester TelephonE; Corporation suggested that 

objective #6 of the Proposal; relating to the routing of 

11911" overflows to telephone company operators, should include 

".noprovision for direct access from the operator to the 

emergency report centerso tl 

.. While there is merit to this suggestion, telephone 

companies whould not be required to provide wh~t would 

essentially be a priv~te line service from their operators to 

the emergency report center, to service the one call in a 

hundred routed to overflow in normal peak periods c The telephone 

company assistance operator would still have the capability 

of fo~qarding the call via "911 tl with a ~ 99 probability of 

comf, LE''':: 'no 

Telephone companies would not be prohibited by 

objective #6. however, from providing this direct access if 

they so desired~ 

OBJECTIVE If.l5 

Five telephone companies, all members of the 

Continental Telephone System in New York State, commented 

identically on objective '15 of the Proposal which would 

restrict the provision of "911" service to only those report 

centers where law enforcement \vas a par'ticipant: 

-10-
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M&,y r.efusal to provide 911 service to central 
receiving agencies not encompassing law enforcement 
would seem to be beyond the discretionary power 
of a serving telephone company," 

Previous experience has shown that "91l n , when 

implemented, will be used by the public as an~lIall emergency" 

telephone n~~er ~ather than an emergency number solely for 

police, fire or ambulance assistance~ 

Because police emergencies account for a great 

majority of the requests for emergency aid f any "911" report 

center without a pa~ticipating law enforc~ent ageucy may 

experience unanticipated emergency traffic volumes, through 

misdirected calls 0 The resultant delays in servicil1.g J:ESt;1uests 

for emergency aid, should this occur, would at best diminish 

public confidence in an emergency report system that would 

otherwise be effective, 

Although the Communications Division suggests that 

this objective remain part of the ~roposal, current federal 

legislation, if passed; may require that "911" be provided for 

emergency medical services with or without the participation 

of law enforcement agencies o 

Senate Bill S0504, the Emergency Medical Services 

Act of 1973 i contains a provision for a central communications 

system utilizing the universal emergency number "9llll~ The 

bill, passed by the Senate and the House, was vetoed by the 

President, 

-11-
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On August 2, the Senate overrode the P.r@sident; s 

veto by 77 to 16, 15 votes more than the required two-thirds 

majorityo The House has scheduled its vote on the veto for 

September 120 

Should this bill become law; telephone companies may , 

be required to prepare for "911~ service without the participation 

of law enforcement agencies, in apparent conflict with objective 

# 15 ,-, Should this occur r relJ.ef from the provisions of this 

objective could be considered, the basis for such consideration 

being provided in paragraph two of the Proposalo 

ROUTING TO ~IOPERATORII IN NON-SERVICE AREAS' , 

All responding telephone companies co~.ented on that 

portion of the Proposal which suggests a schedule for the provision 

of facilities by telephone companies that would allow them to route 

11911 II calls originated in an area where emergency repo'rt centers do 

not exist, to a telephone company assistance operator~ 

Chenango &'Unadilla; Iroquois; Red Hook; Southern 

Counties and Western Counties telephone companies: 

liThe routing of all 911 calls to an operator, 
regardless of the availability of a central 
receiving agency, serves only as a replacement 
for the existing less complicated service, long 
available to the public and listed in its directories -
~in an emergency dial "0" (Operator) o' Most 
importantly we question the \visdom of forcing major 
office modifications to accomplish this end.> II 

-12-
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Empire Telephone Corporation~ 

~.r ,pending solution of the political and 
jurisdictional problems involved; it is premature 
a.'1d injudicious to set c. specific time by which 
telephone companies are required to be 'ready' 
unless the public safety ag'encies are similarly 
required to be ready~ The objective af telephane 
campany timely readiness can be achiev.ed ·by the 
simple requirement that. 911 be preserved as an 
unassigned facilitYI cr so. established at the first 
apportunity in the reasonable. growth and expansian 
af the existing facilities o

M 

General Telephone Company of Upstate New York: 

"It 'is nat uncommon to find canunoh control affices 
intermixed \.,rith pragressive control offices in 
EAS networks. The connection of '.911' to. assistance 
aperators for portians of sudh al:·.eas (common contral 
offices) could result in confusion to the public and 
should not be required 

"In additian, the requirement far implementation in 
all ather central offices by 1/1/78 does not provide 
adequate time for the orderly and economical 
completion of this project ... ]>. minimum five-year 
period from the date of adoption of rules for campletian 
af such a program. which wauld cost this Company 
in excess af $400 i OOO far central affice rearrangements 
and changes, wauld be far more reasonable.> 

"It is recommended that the requirement for early 
implementation in common control affices be 
eliminated and that the prap9sa1 far camplete 
implementation nat be earlier than 1980,," 

New York Telephone Company~ 

nOur present approach of scheduling 1911' mod~fications 
is to do the necessary conversions on a next jab 
basis •. that is f at the next time we are warking in 
an office to perform some other necessary central 
affice modification. This policy seems all the more 
prudent considering our concern. and that of the 
Commission I for ·the level of our constructian 
expenditures. Th~s concern suggests ~trongly that 
forced construction outlays associated with nan-revenue 
producing services ought to be scheduled in cansort 
with normal equipment modifications " 

-13-
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------ --;----;;--~-:---;- -- -" -- -- - ---.--- ~.-----, .. 

Rochester Telephone Corporatio.n: 

nWe are apPJ:;-ehensi ve that the interim' plan will end 
up being the final '91l l service, with telephone 
companies then being required to furnish equipment 
or make modifications to improve the servi.ceo We 
are definitely opposed to the pros'pect of permanently 
taking over the function of relaying emergency calls, 

ttHoweverf with the growing awareness of ~911~ as an 
emergency number in the state and nationwide f and 
in the absence of an emergency report center" we 
recognize a responsibility to provide transients 
or inadvertent users of this number ~ccese either to 
a recording informing the caller tha~ '911' is not 
in service and directing him to call the operator or 
directly to an operator who can assist in the dispatch 
of emergency services- In order that this be limited 
to transients and inadvertent users we would not 
contemplate providing this service if ~9l1! was
locally publicizedo" 

A two year interval for the completion of this portion 

of the Proposal was chosen for all conunon control central 

offices; and in those progressive control 'central offices where 

no major modifications are required, by virtue of the fact that 

the majority of telephone central offices will have some equipment 

installation activity takl.ng place within them at some time 

during this periodo This would permit the modifications 

necessary ~ usually of a minor nature in .such offices f to be 

made in conjunction with installation work required for normal 

growth, 

In all other central offices it may be necessary to 

change the telephone numbers of exist~ng subscribers ln order 

to make the "911tt code available a In ad~~tion, many of these 

remaining offices are small. and may not have relief jobs 

scheduled with~n a two or three year period- The four year 

-14-
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interval proposed, until January 1, 1978. would permit an 

orderly schedule for changing numbers, intercepting those 

numbers for a substantial period of time, ru~d would provide 

an opportunity to make the necessary physical rearrangements in 

an orderly and efficient manneru These requirements cannot 

be fulfilled if the procedure is delayed until the public 

safety agencies are' ready. as suggested by Empire" 

The Proposal therefore. does not advocate company 

expenditures in advance of normal relief schedules, the 

interpretation of the New York Telephone Company, but merely 

sets the dates by which central offices with relief scheduled 

within these time intervals will be arranged to receive "911" 

calls: Where normal activity for growth or modifications 

~n any central office falls beyond the suggested t~me interval, 

as suggested by the General Telephone Company of Upstate New 

York. application for relief from the Proposal could be 

considered" 

In addition the Proposal states; 

"This program is intended as an interim step taken 
while awaiting statewide provision of service 
through emergency report centers, It therefore 
should not include (but would not prohibit) 
publicizing '911' as the number to call in an 
emergency .. ," 

-15-
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Where emergency report centers do not exist, it is 

unlikely that "911" would replace the existing method of 

dialing "OPERATORtt i or cause confusion in BAS, free calling 

areas'; without local publicity promoti.ng !l911~ use. 

CENTR..l\L OFFICE MODIFICATIONS .. ' 

The five member telephone companies of the 

Continental System; 'Commenting on that portion of the 

Proposal which suggested that telephonG companies provide the 

" 

central office modifications, additions, and interf"office trunking 

necessary for "911" service without charge to the served agencies; 

stated: 

"Absorption of all the costs associated with office 
rearrangements and modifications for the prevision 
of 911 is contrary to present Continental policy -
we have held that the cost could be more fairly 
allocated to those benefiting. through payment of 
the charges actually incurred by the requesting 
agencyo" 

Although they do not' agree with this portion of the 

Division~s Proposal; they indicate no real difficulty if it 

were adopted: 

"The reversal of this policy would obviously 
present no great obstacle to the serving companies 
- it would however change our rate philosophy by 
transferring the recovery of these gove:r:nmental 
initiated costs from tax to the telephone ratepayer<" 

STATE LEGISLATION 

Il'he Rochester Telephone Corporation made the 

following comment 'on the suggested use of state legislatJ.on 

as the means of "911'-' implementation in Ne\<l York State ~ 

··16·· 
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"In the final analys~s. the solution seems to lie 
in legislation that would mandate provision of 
~911~ service with deadlines for implementation. 
It would be our hope that the 'Public Service 
Conunission would play an active role in focusing 
public atten.tion to th~s end. II 

The statewide use of "911" as the telephone number to 

be dialed in an emergency requires the cooperation and 

consent of every political subdivision, and every public 

safety agency within each subdivision, in the state of New 

York. This cooperation and consent could not be expected to 

occur in unanimity without the lnfluence of a single authoritat~ve 

body directing the act~'ons of all participants to th~s end. 

The St.ate Legislature can act in th~s capaci ty ~ 

and may decide to do so with the influence and support of 

responsible organizations both within and outside government. 

CONCLUSION -
In considerat~on of the forego~ng discussion, 

minor ,revisions to the Div~sion's Proposal are suggested: 

A. Objective 3 and 4 should be revised to read as 

shown on pages 8 and 9 of this memorandum 

B. All other components of the Proposal remain 

unchanged 

RECOMMENDJ>..TI'ONS 

The Communications D~vision recommends that the 

Commission adopt the Proposal for New York State , as revised 

(included as Attachment II of this memorandum) I 'as its policy 

regarding the "911" emergency telephone number, thereby~ 

-17-
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APPROVED: 

Adopting the objectives, as revised; as the 

objectives to .besought by ~11 telephone companies 

in regard to the provision of H9llu~ 

, " 

20 Directing all New York State telephone companies to 

revise their tariffs to include the provision of 

lt9lllr service to emergency report centers and to 

arrange their facilities, in accordance with the 

Proposal, so '~hat throughout the state, "911" will 

become the telephone number for an operator at an 

emergency report center where such a facility exists, 

and in the event that no such facility exists in that 

area, that "91111. will become a nu:rnber. for a telephone 

company operator who could then handle the call in 

the same manner as a dial 110" emergency callo 

30 Supporting appropriate legislation when submitted, 

that is designed to stimulate development of 

public safety agency emergency report centers " 

d?e1~U_l .... 1-,-",-

ROGER Lo SUTLIFF 
Chief System Planner 

ill£~I1i: 
Director of Communications D~vision 

L_~C :bvb 
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PROPOSp.L FOR NEH YORK STATE 

(AS ORIGINALLY PROPOSED) 

To encourage the use of ~9llM as a statewide universal 

emergency numbe.r~ the Communications Division suggests action 

that will ensure that every "911" call originated within the 

State of New York completes to an emergency report center or in 

the interim, a telephone compaI~y operatoro 

First; the following objectives are fecommended by the 

Communications Division to be followed by N.ew York State telephone 

companies in the absence of excessively burdensome influences 

to the contrary. 

l~ In all instances "911" should be a free numberf 

2~ No other digit or code shall be used as a prefix to "9ll"~ 

3~ All trunk groups carrying emergency traffic shall be engineered 

to the probability that only one call i,n a hundred will 

encounter all trunks busy; 

4, Any seven-digit numbers replaced by "911" shall be operator 

intercepted for at least one year; 

5. The normal routing for "911" calls dialed in an area without 

an emergency report center shall be to a telephone company 

assistance operator; 

6. The normal routing for calls overflowing "911" emergency 

report center trunks will be to a telephone company 

assistance operator; 
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7 a Where "911 U is implemented in a centraJ. office serving 

more than one jurisdiction, the telephone company need 

not provide selective routing of the calls of ~h?- customers 

in the various jurisdictions; 

80 Wherever "coin-free" operation of coin telephones is planned 

for implementation, "911" shall be able to be dialed without 

the use of a coin; 

90 "Called party hold" or s&!.'11e similj;lr al.:'r,.angernen·t should be 

provided for agency trunk-lines wherever practicable; 

.' 

100 All "911" emergency report center trunk-lines shall be arranged 

for incoming traffic only; 

11. Agencies should maintain a separate seven-digit number for 

administrative calls; 

120 "911" calls will l?e routed, free of charge, to no more 

than one emergency report center per central offi.ce; 

130 The determination of the participants in a "911" system 

shall be the responsibility of public safety agencies; 

14" The control and staffing of the emergency report center 

shall be the responsibility of public safety agencies; 

15 0 No "911" service shall be provided to an emergancy report 

center where a law enforcement agency is not a participant; 

16 0 The telephone company shall recommend the type and quantity 

of trunk-lines and answering equipment to be used; 
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170 Agency trunk-lines a."1d answering equipment associated with 

"911" will be charged to the agency at the existing tariff 

rates, 

18 0 Wnere Selective Routing or ·Automatic Location Iden~ification 

is ~~l~yed, it shall be charged to the agency at a rate that 

is fully compensatory to the company; 

19 0 Telepho~e companies will not bill participating agencies 

separately for n9l1 n service 0 

Secondly, the Division suggests that all New York 

State telephone companies develop and implement a prQgram to 

provide for the routing of "911 11 calls to. an assistance operator 

in r!reas where "911" report centers do not Qxist; 

a~ within two years in all common control central 

offices and those progressive contro.l central 

offices where no major mod:ifications are required; 

bo on a programmed basis in all other central offices 

so as to insure the completion of this project by 

1/1/780 

This program is intended as an interim step taken while awaiting 

statewide provision of service through emergency report centers 0 

It.therefore should not include (but would not prohibit) 

publicizing n911" as the number to call in an emergency, and 

should not delay the provision of the service wher'e firm orders 

for its impl~mentation are received~ 
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The Division also suggests that all New York State 

t~lephone companies provide! without charge to the served 

agencies, the central office modificati~ns; additions, and 

interoffice trunking necessary for "911" service o This action 

will ensure that the cost of central office modifications for 

"911" will no longer be an obstacle! however small, to "911" 

implementation 0 The provision of these modifications and 

additions shall; 

a c include that which is necessary to direct "911" 

calls to no more than one receiving location per· 

central office; 

bo not include agency trunk-lines or answering 

equipment i such facilities to be charged for at 

the existing tariff rates o 

Relief from this proposal may be considered in those 
. . 

cases where compliance would impose a significant financial 

or other burden on either the telephone company or the ratepay'er; 

and any relief granted would ordinarily be in the nature of a 

limited extension of the date for compliance 0 

It should be noted that, in addition to the previously 

mentioned benefits; deliberate accomplishment of the foregoing 

proposal will cause certain other desirable results. 

.,; .. 

For example; while the telephone companies have generally 

expressed \'lillingness to provide "91111 service in the face of a firm 

order, intervals from order to service can. be in excess of 12 monthso 

To the extent that this interval is a result of the time required 

to add or modify central office facilities or trunking, it will 

ordinarily be reduced after ac~omplisr~ent of the Division'S proposal c 

~ : 
, i 

! I 
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Where conflicts' exist between numbers assigned to 

customers, and nU:l'bers required for routing of "911" calls, the 

customers~ number must sometimes be changedo This will' also be 

true in the process of implementaing the proposal o The difference 

lies in the ability to schedule the steps toward accomplishment 

of the proposal over a longer period of time where necessaryo 

Proper scheduling will permit the telephone companies to provide 

subst~~tial periods of interoept and call transfer service for 

those subscribers whose numbeJ.!s must be changed. 'which would not 

always be possible when attempting to expedite proyj.sion of "911" 

service in the face of a firm order. 

STATE LEGISLATION 

Any further expansion of the 1191111 eme:c'gency number 

concept is beyond the jurisdiction of the Public Service 

Commission c This responsibility lies with the public~ their 

elected representatives i and the public service agencies , 

established to meet their needs o If these parties conclude that 

such expansion is desirable, legislation might be used as the 

means for "911 tI ilup1ementation in New York Stateo 

CONCLUSION 

The Communications Division is convinced that the use of 

"91111 is beneficial to the general public, in that it eliminates 

the need to determine the appropriate seven-~ ,.it number to dial 

in an emergency; and eliminates the need to dial the "Operator" 

for emergency assistance. 
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The Division- believes that every emergency call dialed 

with "9ll lt , throughout th.e- state, sheuld be- answered either by 

an emergency report center, or telephone company eperator~ 

The Division also believes that, in ~he majority of 

cases, the problems associated with lt911M implementati~n can-be 

solved~ and for this reason we conclude that the statewide, and 

nationwide, use of "911 11 is a practical means of improving the 

effectiveness of public emergency repor~ing, and is therefore in 

the interest of public safetyo 
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UNIVERSAL EHERGENCY TELEPHONE NUMBER "911" 
BY TELEPHONE COMPANIES 

(ISSUED NOVE~BER 20, 1973) 

The Commission has reviewed the development of the 

Universal Emergency Number "911" from its origin to its 

current status, identifying the regulatory considerations of its 

statewide, and nationwide use o In the process the Commission has 

examined those considerations outside the regulatory milieu, 

obtaining a general overview of the concept. 

As a result, the Commission is convinced that the use 

of "911" is beneficial to the general public, in that it eliminates 

the need to determine the appropriate seven-digit number to dial in 

an emergency, and improves emergency response time in comparison 

with dial "0" emergency calls-

The Corn.'1Lission also believ'es that, in the majority of 

cases, the problems associated with "911" implementation can be 

solved, and for this reason it concludes that the statewide, and 

nationwide, use of "911" is a viable means of serving the 

interests of public safety, 

Therefore, to encourage the use of "91l~ as a statewide 

universal emergency number, and to ensure that every "911" call 

originated within the state of New York completes to an emergency 

report center or t in. the interim, a telephone company operator I 
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the Commission first concludes that the following objectives should 

be follo~.,ed by New York state telephone companies in regard to the 

provision of ~911M service in the absence of excessively burdensome 

influences to the contraryo 

le In all insta.TJ.ces "911" should be a free number; 

2. No other digit or code shall be used as a prefix to "911"; 

3~ All trunk groups carrying emergency traffic shall be engineered 

to the probability that only one call in a hundred will encounter 

all trunks busy during normal busy period conditions, provided 

that the answer performance of the public safety agency is in 

accordance with prior agency-company agreements, 

4. Any seven-digit numbers replaced by "911" shall be intercepted 

by either a telephone company assistance or a public safety 

agency operator for at least one year; 

50 The normal routing for "911" calls dialed in an area without 

an emergency report center shall be to a telephone company 

assistance operator; 

6. The normal routing for calls overflowing "911" emergency 

report center trunks will be to a telephone company assistance 

operator; 

.7, ~\There 1191111 is implemented ~n a central office serving more 

than one jurisdiction, the telephone company need not provide 

selective routing of the calls of the customers in the various 

jurisdictions; 

r"' • 
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8.: Wrnerever 1\ coin-free tI operation of coin telephones is planned 

for ~mplementationi "911" shall be able to be dialed without 

the use of a coini 

9· t'Called party hold" or some similar arrangement should be 

provided for agency trunk-lines lvhereve:r practicable; 

10.. All "911" emergency report center trunk-lines shall be arranged 

for incoming traffic only; 

lle Agencies should maintain a separate seven-digit number for 

administrative calls; 

12 "911" calls will be routed, free of charge, to no more than 
I> 

one emergency report cent.er per central office; 

13., The determinat:.ion of the participants in a "911 11 system shall 

be the responsibi1ity of public safety agencies; 

14 OJ The control and s'i::.affing of the emergency report center shall 

be the responsl.bi.lity of public safety agencies; 

15, No "911" service shall be provided to an emergency report 

center where a law enforcement agency is not a participant~ 

16, The telephone company shall recommend the type and quantity 

of trunk-·lines and answering equipment to be used; 

17" Agency trunk-·lines and answering equipment associated with 

n 911 ~I will be charged to. the agency .at the existing tariff 

rates; 

18. Where Select-ive Routing or Automatic Location Identification 

is employed; it shall be charged to the agency at a rate that 

i.s fully compensatory to the company i 

19 Telephone companl.es will not bill particip.atl.ng agencies 

separately for ~. 911" servicec 
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Secondly, the Commission will encourage all New York 

state telephone companies to develop and implement a program to 

provide for the routing of "911 11 calls, so that throughout the 

state 11911" will become the telephone number for an operator at an 

emergency report center where such a facility exists, and in the 

event that no such facility exists in that area that 1191111 will 

become a number for a telephone company operator who could then 

handle the call in tha same manner as a dial lIO" emergency call: 

!II ", 

a o within two years in all common control central offices 

and those progressive control central offices where 

no major modifications are required; 

b -. on a progr.arnmed basis in all other central offices so 

as to ensure the completion of this project by 1/1/78. 

This program is intended as an interim step taken whil~ awaiting 

statewide provision of service through emergency report centers o 

It therefore should not include (but -would not prohibit) 

publicizing "911" as the nwnber to call in an emergency, and should 

not delay the provision of the service where firm orders for its 

implementation are received~ 

The Commission will also encourage all New York State 

telephone companies to provide, without charge to the served 

agencies; the central office modifications, additions, and 

interoffice trunking necessary for tr9lltt service" The provision of 

these modifications and additions shall: 
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a" include that which is necessary to direct "911" 

calls 'to no more than one receiving location per 

central offic61 

b~ not include agency trunk-lines or answering equipment, 

such facilities to be charged for at the existing 

tariff rates" 

Relief from this proposal may be considered in those 

cases Where compliance would impose a significant financial or 

other burden on either the telephone company or the ratepayer, and 

any relief granted would ordinarily be in the nature of a limited 

extension of the date for compliance, 

STATE LEGISLATION -
Any further expansion of the "91111 emergency number 

concept is beyond the jUrisdiction of the Public Service Cornmission n 

This responsibility lies with the public, their elected representa

tives, and the public service agencies established to meet their 

needsr If these parties conclude that such expansion is desirable, 

responsible legislation might be used as the means for "911" 

implementation in New York State· Such legislation, designed to 

stimulate the development of public safety agency "911" emergency 

'report centers will be supported by the Public Service Commission" 

:, 
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